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Abstract 
Given a &curve in S3, an associated link can be defined as a knot type invariant of the 
&curve. In this paper we partially proved the conjecture that &curves in S’ are determined 
by their associated links and showed that the conjecture does not hold in an oriented and 
ordered case. 
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An embedded o-curve is a graph in S3 which consists of two vertices and three 
edges, each joining the two vertices. Two &curves are said to be equivalent or of 
the same knot type if there exists an orientation-preserving automorphism of s3 
that carries one o-curve to the other. For each &curve there is a unique 3-compo- 
nent link associated with it, namely, the boundary of a surface of zero Seifert form 
with the &curve as a spine [2]. 
In this paper we will give further discussion on how the associated links 
determine the &curves. 
Conjecture. The &curves are determined by their associated links. 
There are partial results affirmative to the conjecture, and some other cases to 
which we don’t know the answer. 
The link can be ordered and oriented, by assigning an orientation to the 
e-curve, including a choice of a “source”, up, and a “sink”, v,, which specifies the 
two vertices and indicates an orientation of each edge, namely, an arrow from v_ 
to u,, and a labeling of the three edges, e,, e2, e3, so that 1, = e, - e2, 1, = e2 - e3, 
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Fig. 1. 
1, = e3 - e,. Such a link is the boundary (with inherited orientation) of a certain 
oriented surface which collapses to the o-curve. On the other hand, for a genus 
zero oriented surface with three boundary components, the boundary link with 
inherited orientation and certain labeling determines a &curve (spine of the 
surface) with a (unique) orientation and labeling (Fig. 1). The above conjecture can 
be made stronger by stating that the associated oriented and ordered links 
determine the oriented and labeled &curves. In the last section we will give a 
counterexample to this strong conjecture. 
1. 
Let L = (I,, I,, 1J be a 3-component link associated to a &curve, S(L) be a 
surface of zero Seifert form bounded by L and 8(L) be the &curve determined by 
the surface S(L) [2]. 
A link L contains a split-off component, 1, if there is a 2-sphere S disjoint from 
L and separating 1 from the other components of L. L is also said to be splittable. 
Lemma 1.1. Let F be a surface of genus zero with three boundary components. Then 
the following are equivalent: (1) aF is splittable; (2) F is compressible in S’ -F; (3) 
there is a boundary component 1, of F which bounds a disk missing F - 1,. 
Proof. (1) j (2) Let L = aF be the boundary link of F. Then L is splittable. Let S 
be a splitting sphere such that S intersects the interior of F transversally in finite 
many simple closed curves {cJ. Since F is of genus zero every ci separates F. 
Consider a curve c, which is innermost on S, i.e., which bounds a disk Dj c S such 
that int Di fl F = @. If ci is not essential in F then it bounds a disk Fi in F. By 
Alexander’s theorem, the 2-sphere Di U Fj divides S3 into two 3-cells. Since F - E;; 
is disjoint from Di U Fi, it must lie in one of these 3-cells. So there is an isotopy 
that deforms Fi across the other 3-cell and then off S, with points of F outside a 
small neighborhood of F, fixed. This results in a new surface F’, equivalent to F 
and bounded by L, that has no new intersection with S and does not intersect S in 
ci. After a finite number of such steps we obtain a new surface F’ which is 
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equivalent to F and bounded by L, such that all the innermost intersections in S 
are essential in F’. Since {cJ # fl there is always an innermost ci in S such that the 
innermost disk Di c S is a compressing disk for F’. Therefore F’ is compressible 
in s3 - F’. Hence F is compressible in s3 -F. 
(2) * (3) Let c be a simple closed curve which is essential in the interior of F 
and bounds a disk D in s3 -F. Then c separates F into two components F, and 
F2. Let Fi = F, U D (i = 1, 2). Then @‘, # @, since otherwise #i = c, F1 is a disk in 
the interior of F bounded by c, a contradiction. Also, #, # @. Without loss of 
generality, let ag’, = 1,. Then 1, bounds a disk @, which is disjoint from 1, and 1,. 
The complement F - F, intersects the disk $i in c from one side of ti. Push the 
interior of fi, away from itself to the other side with I, fixed in a small 
neighborhood of #, without intersecting F - 1, to obtain a disk D bounded by 1, 
and missing F - 1,. 
(3) * (1) A splitting sphere can be constructed by “thickening” the disk bounded 
by I,. •I 
Remark. It is easy to see that every split-off component of such a link is unknotted. 
Proposition 1.2. L has a split-off component * 8(L) is a knot k with a trivial handle 
(Y (i.e., int (Y is disjoint from k, and there is an arc p in k such that Q U p bounds a 
disk D whose interior does not intersect k). The knot type of k is determined by the 
other components of L. 
Proof. (-1 We will construct a surface of zero Seifert form with 0 as a spine. 
Choose a band-neighborhood B of k U D with twists on the band so that the two 
boundary components of the band will have zero linking number. Let f = B - 
int(D,), where D, is a disk in the interior of D. Then F is such a surface. Since a$ 
has a split-off component, L has a split-off component. 
(3) Let 1, be a split-off component of L. Since 1, e e, - e2 in S(L) and 
e, me, cint(S(L)), 1, and e, - e2 cobound an annulus A. Let D be a disk 
bounded by 1, missing F - 1,. Then D U A is a disk bounded by e, - e2, and so 
8 = e, u (e2 u e,> = a u k, where (Y = e, and k = e2 u e3. q 
Corollary 1.3. A O-curve is planar = its associated link is planar. 
Proof. We only need to show (-). If L is planar, then any 8(L) is a knot with a 
trivial handle in the sense of Proposition 1.2. The knot is unknotted since all 
components of L are unknotted. Hence 8(L) is planar. 0 
This corollary can also be obtained using Scharlemann’s theorem [3]. 
A O-curve is locally unknotted if its constituent knots are unknotted. 
Corollary 1.4. A locally unknotted f3-curve is planar e its associated link contains a 
split-off component. 
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Lemma 1.5. If L is a 3-component link of genus zero with a split-off component then 
any two minimal genus Seifert surfaces of L are equivalent. 
Proof. Let F, and F2 be any two minimal genus Seifert surfaces of L and 1, be a 
split-off component of L. Then 1, bounds a disk D, missing F, and a disk D, 
missing F2. Let Ai = Fi u Dj, i = 1, 2. A, and A, are two annuli with the same 
boundary so there is an ambient isotopy h, sending A, to A,. Let 0; = h11(D2). 
Then there is an isotopy of A, with a compact support in int(A,) sending D, to 
0;. An ambient isotopy h, of S3 fixing outside a small bicollar of A, can be 
obtained by extending this isotopy of A,. h = h, 0 h, is an ambient isotopy sending 
(A,, 0,) to (A,, D,). Hence, F, and F2 are equivalent (via an ambient isotopy 
respecting boundary components). 0 
Theorem 1.6. If the links associated with two O-curves both have a split-off compo- 
nent, then the O-curves are equivalent = the links are equivalent. 
Remark. A 4-component link can be defined for an embedded K,-graph in a 
similar way 121. But the similar statement of Theorem 1.6 is not true for embedded 
K,-graphs. The following example (Fig. 2) shows a nontrivial embedding K with a 
trivial associated link. Notice that there are nontrivial constituent knots in K. Now 
the question is if an analogy of Corollary 1.4 would be true for K,-graphs. 
2. 
Proposition 2.1. If two of the components of L, say 1, and l,, form a splittable link, 
and the third component 1, is the unknot, then B(L) is planar. 
Proof. I, can be viewed as a band sum of 1, and 1,. So genus of 1,2 genus of 
I, + genus of 1, [3]. If 1, is the unknot then each of 1, and 1, is the unknot and the 
band sum is a connected sum. Through an isotopy of s3, I,, 1, and the band all lie 
in a plane, and so B(L) is planar. 0 
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Corollary 2.2. Zf a O-curve is locally unknotted, then it is planar * its associated link 
contains a splittable 2-component sublink. 
In the following we assume that L is not splittable. 
Two knots k,, k, are said to be parallel (k,llk,) if k, and k;’ are boundaries 
of an embedded annulus. They are antiparallel (k, II k; ‘1 if k, and k, cobound an 
embedded annulus. 
Lemma 2.3. Zf 1,lll~’ . m the complement of 1, then they are parallel (or antiparallel) 
in the exterior of S(L), and hence in the exterior of 8(L). 
Proof. If 1,111;’ in the complement of l,, i.e., I, and 1, cobound an annulus A 
missing I,, since lk(l,, lz) = 0, we may assume that A f’s(L) = 1, U 1, U (simple 
closed curves in interior of A and S(L)), and the curves are not null-homotopic in 
A and S(L). Let c be an intersection curve which is innermost in S(L), orient c so 
that c = 1, in A. Then c = 1, or 1, in S(L) will be impossible. If c = 1, in S(L), let 
S(J%_W be c U{S(L) - [annulus bounded by 1, and c-i in S(L)]}, A”., be 
c u [A - (annulus bounded by 1, and c-l in A)], then S(L),,, and A,,., are 
equivalent to S(L) and A, respectively, with common boundary (equivalent to the 
original boundary), and they have strictly less intersections than S(L) and A. If 
C4,’ in S(L), we can eliminate at least one intersection using a similar 
argument. If c = 1: ’ in S(L), let S(L),,, be S(L) - {[annulus in S(L) bounded by 
1, and c-l] u [interior of a small collar of c in S(L)]), so that one intersection 
curve can be eliminated. 
If 1,111, in S3 - I,, a similar discussion shows that 1,111, in S3 - S(L). q 
Proposition 2.4. Zf 1,111~1 in the complement of 1, then 1, is a genus one knot. 
Proof. Let A be the embedded annulus in S3 - S(L) bounded by 1, and 1,. Attach 
A to S(L) along 1, and 1, to form an orientable surface of genus one with one 
boundary component 1,. So 1, is a knot of genus one or zero. If 1, is a genus zero 
knot, then there is a minimal genus Seifert surface of 1, disjoint from S(L), so 1, 
would be a split-off component of L, which is impossible. q 
Remark. Under the assumption of Lemma 2.3, if 1, is a fibered knot then O(L) is a 
knot with a trivial handle attached (in the sense of Proposition 1.2). 
3. 
This section contains an example which shows that the strong conjecture is not 
true while the weaker conjecture might be true. 
Suppose F, and F2 are two minimum genus Seifert surfaces of a link L 
associated with some e-curve, oriented so that L has inherited orientation from 




*I + *I *I+% 
Fig. 6. 
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both surfaces. Then F, and F, are S-equivalent. Since F, and F2 are both surfaces 
of zero Seifert form, the intersections of F, and F, can be assumed to be simple 
closed curves in the interior of each surface. Furthermore, if the link L contains 
neither spit-off nor parallel components, then F, and F2 can be assumed to have 
disjoint interior (and so are cobordant). In particular, if F, and F2 cobound a 
standard handlebody then F, is equivalent to F, with orientation reversed through 
an orientation preserving homeomorphism of s3 as composition of ambient 
isotopies (which are identity outside a bicollar of F, U F2) and a 180” rotation 
about the line 1 (Fig. 3). 
In the following example, let 0, and 0, be the two O-curves as in Fig. 4. They 
are spines of F, and F2 in Fig. 3, respectively, with orientations and labelings 
determined by that of L. If 8’ is to denote the inverse of the O-curve 0 (0 with 
reversed orientations on all three edges), then clearly 0; z O2 (which also follows 
from the above discussion). We now claim that 8, is not equivalent to O;, and 
conclude that the strong conjecture is not true. 
Proposition 3.1. e1 is not equivalent to e;. 
Proof. Let (B,, tl) and (B,, t,) be the normalized tangle descriptions of Or and e;, 
respectively, (B, + B,jN and (B, + B,IN be the numerator links of B, + B, and 
B, + B, [4]. We claim that they are inequivalent links, and so B, and B, are not 
equivalent (Figs. 5 and 6). According to the discussion in [41 the two corresponding 
e-curves are not equivalent. 
The numerator links are Montesinos links (as shown in Fig. 7), with Y = 4, 
/Ii/a1 = 2/3, &/cY~ = - 2/3 = l/3 (mod l>, Ci=, l/aj = t < 2 = r - 2. Since the 
ordered sets of fractions of the two links are (2/3, l/3, 2/3, l/3) and 
(l/3, 2/3, 2/3, l/3), respectively, they are different up to cyclic permutations and 
reversal of order, so the links are inequivalent [I]. IJ 
6% + BdN (B, + WN 
Fig. 7. 
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